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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2749828A2] Disclosed are a shelf assembly for a refrigerator and a refrigerator. The shelf assembly (3) includes a rear shelf (30) and
a front shelf (40) movable with respect to the rear shelf (30), where the front shelf is selectively located at an overlapping position where the front
shelf at least most partially overlaps the rear shelf in a vertical direction and projects at an extending position in front of the rear shelf, the rear shelf
includes a rear glass plate (301) and a first frame portion (302) connected to a front edge portion of the rear glass plate, the first frame portion
includes an extending portion (3025) extending forward and having a hook portion (3026) at a distal end thereof, the front shelf includes a front glass
plate (401) and a second frame portion (402) connected to a rear edge portion of the front glass plate, and the second frame portion includes a
second edge covering portion (4021) extending along a lower surface of the front glass plate. According to the present invention, when the front shelf
is located at the extending position, the extending portion overlaps the front glass plate in the vertical direction, and the hook portion is clamped to a
front end surface of the second edge covering portion. Therefore, the second frame portion may have a simple structure.
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